
Complori

Complori's mission is to make the next generation future-proof. We are
teaching kids 21st century skills like coding, critical thinking, collaboration
and technology literacy (to name a few) with our hybrid learning platform.
**We are dedicated to develop an adaptive and gamified, web based
learning platform that features online live group classes for children aged
7-16.** With our Seed funding of €3.5 million (by leading European VCs
Speedinvest, Educapital and Sparkmind) we are building a kick-ass team to
further develop our product and reach more learners.

Werkstudent*in Programmiertutor*in / Informatiktutor*in (m/w/d)
Remote Working student Software Development

City: national_wide; Starting Date: At the earliest possible; Renumeration: starting at 15
€/h

Working field
**Apply for this job if you are excited about...**
- Teaching kids 21. century skills
- Being part of a mission driven team
- Making a difference

**Your mission at Complori**
- You will teach programming online to young people aged 7 - 16
- You will teach weekly your regular groups of kids and see them grow and learn
- The teaching content is designed by Complori and will be shared with you

Requirements
**We are a perfect fit if...**
- You speak German fluently on native speaker level (this is a must)
- You are excited about teaching
- Understanding of the basic software engineering concepts
- Comfortable in at least one programming language
- Preferably studying a STEM-related subject (2nd semester or higher)
- At least 12 h/week available in the period of: Mon-Fri 15:30 - 19:30
- High reliability and punctuality
- Very good communication skills
- You have access to stable internet connection and computer with camera and
microphone
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What We Offer
**Starting Date**
As soon as possible (flexible)

**Compensation**
Starting at 15 €/h + regular salary increases if you stay longer with us

Application

https://join.com/companies/codary/8959970-werkstudent-in-programmiertutor-in-informat
iktutor-in-m-w-d?pid=06c421b17e8f52420cac&oid=c031207a-c7c4-403b-88de-062fa718
6afe&utm_source=stellenticket_htw_berlin&utm_medium=paid&utm_campaign=job%2B
ads%2Bfor%2Bstudents&utm_content=werkstudent%2Bin%2Bprogrammiertutor%2Bin%
2Binformatiktutor%2Bin%2Bm%2Bw%2Bd

More information at https://stellenticket.de/181360/
Offer visible until 19/05/24
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